
 

Doug Dvorak Celebrates the Growth of His LinkedIn Network 
 

Chicago, Illinois, June 15, 2018: Doug Dvorak, famed motivational speaker, celebrates the growth and 
expansion of his LinkedIn Network. His reach is now more than 16,000 strong, showing an 
overwhelmingly positive response to his continued efforts to provide relevant sales training, coaching 
and motivational content to his network associates.  
 
Dvorak is known as one of the most inspirational keynote speakers available today. He has been inducted 
into the motivational speaking hall of fame, as well as the International Who’s Who of Motivational 
Speaking. Dvorak dedicates both time and extensive research in providing those he speaks with a 
complete and thorough discussion pertaining to their needs. With his award-winning approach, he has 
helped millions through his messages.  
 
Expanding his LinkedIn network, Dvorak feels he can reach more of those in need of his motivational and 
inspiring messages. With this new expanded reach, he hopes to bring both a positivity and insight to a 
broader audience, allowing him to help them on their path. His goal is to not only live a lifestyle of 
positive mental attitude, but to teach others how to as well. This is why reaching a broader audience is 
cause for celebration for him and those he strives to help.  
 
For more information on Doug Dvorak or his LinkedIn network, visit the DougDvorak.com website or call 
847-241-4860.  
 
About Doug Dvorak: Motivational Keynote Speaker, Doug Dvorak, attended Flagler College in Florida. He 
has dedicated his life to not only teaching others about positive mental attitude, but also using it himself. 
He is one of the most respected motivational speakers in the world and has received many awards 
during his outstanding career.  
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